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Welcome to LESSEB!

➢ Small country east of England

➢ Capital City: Brasalt

➢ President: Samson Creet

➢ Ideal to visit during fall. 

➢ Not as popular of a tourist 
destination, but there’s still a 
rich culture.



Agriculture
➢ Main export: the brusselberry in form of 

jam

➢ Soil acidity is 6.7 pH, perfect for 
brusselberries

➢ Peak season for brusselberry harvest is 
autumn.

➢ Most esteemed position in government: 
Head of Agriculture

➢ Slang for brusselberry in Lesseb is 
BROCCA!



Economy

➢ Instead of dollars, Lesseb uses “brocca”

➢ Economy relies heavily on brusselberry exports and 
products

➢  It’s become a burden for the people because of how 
plentiful and ingrained these brusselberries are in their 
daily lives.



Common oral retelling: The Valley of Cats

Long ago, wildcats lived in a mountain clearing near a volcano.

One day, the volcano the cats thought was dormant erupted.

Soon humans came to the land, and domesticated whatever 

cats they could find. 

After the eruption, the soil became more fertile, and gave 

perfect conditions for brusselberries to grow. 

(Our interpretation of the Valley of the Cats before the Great Eruption)





The Bully and the Student

A bully goes up to a kid and tells them “Give me your brocca!”. 
The kid has brusselberries in one hand and brocca currency in 
the other. 
Something for you to consider…..



““Brusselberry Crisis” 

the GDP is very low

because they only make 

jam

(by Letitia and Quinn and Allison)



Famous Dish
- Old King’s favorite food

- The “King’s Breakfast”

- Crushed 
brusselberry seeds

- Brusselberry sprouts

- Ricotta Cheese
- Fresh from a goat who grazed in 

rich 6.7pH pastures

- Brusselberry Pasta

Recipe



Local Music 
(to tune of “Hot Cross Buns”)

♪  Lesseb Love

Lesseb Love

Brusselberry brusselberry

Lesseb Love  ♪



Our Trip To Lesseb!



Our Trip To Lesseb!

  



“Want to support Lesseb?

Visit the Lesseberry Farm 
merchandise site!



All proceeds will 
go towards 

supporting the 
Lesseb nation’s 

GDP. Thanks 
you.

#LessebLove

The donations from our generous supporters will go toward causes 
such as funding promotional billboards for the Lesseb Agricultural 
Department.



Questions?


